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Selected workers are trained on their specific jobs to attain the maximum result. The study led to the
development of a new work method termed as speed work. This research paper broadly discusses five leaders
whose contribution to operational management is of paramount importance. The plan step involves
identification of a goal, formulation of a theory definition of success metrics and putting the plan into action.
She studied ergonomic worker issues such as heating, fatigue, and lighting Sun,  Individual performance is
largely governed by the system that he works in Kovach et al. Both Frank Gilbreth and Frederick Taylor based
their arguments on time and motion studies Mahmood et al. The idea of interchangeability of parts allowed Eli
Whitney to reduce cost in mass manufacturing significantly. Knowledge of psychology entails understanding
the human nature. Fredrick Taylor used scientific technique and restricted extra movements in the course of
work to raise productivity. The study step involves monitoring the outcomes for signs of success and progress
or areas of improvement. He is credited with the invention of the first cotton gin during the time of industrial
revolution in America when labor was a scarce resource Sun,  The goal of the theory was to maximize
productivity. Importantly, the results also demonstrate that founders and venture managers need to consider
the degree of technological novelty associated with the venture, as this radically affects how resource
acquisition timing impacts the timeliness of venture milestone achievement. Two venture milestones are
examined: i accomplishment of the first sale and ii achievement of positive cash flows. The study examines
several resource acquisition decisions, including the hiring of employees, the purchasing of materials and the
investment in facilities and equipment. He also increased shovellers productivity from sixteen to fifty-nine
tons per day and significantly reduced the number of yard workers from five hundred to hundred and forty.
Organizations need proper management to achieve their objectives. Managers should follow this cycle to
improve their products continuously. The goal of this concept is to eliminate the need for the large and skilled
workforce which can be expensive to any organization Sun, 


